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When little Heidi Wamboldt used to go grocery shopping 
with her mother, she would beg for bags of candy. Not an 
unusual request for your average American elementary 
student. 

But Heidi wasn’t your average American elementary 
student. She wasn’t at all interested in eating the candy 
herself. Instead, she took those bags and sold the candy 
for a dollar a piece to other students riding the school bus. 
She had a booming little business going. That is, until the 
school administrators found out and demanded that she 
stop.  

Needless to say, that temporary halt to her entrepreneurial 
career didn’t stop her. Adelheid Waumboldt has built 
her meteoric rise into the world of the super-wealthy 
around fearlessness - topped with a generous dollop 
of limitlessness. In fact, The ISET Agency, her booming 
business development and talent management firm, 
promises its clients solutions for every funded problem 
they might have and a strategic path to success for every 
unfunded problem they might have. 

That’s a big promise. It means that Waumboldt and her 
team might be meeting with foreign government officials 
one day, entertainment moguls and oil barons the next. 
Waumboldt is not only up to the task, she’s got the track 
record to prove it. She’s also got the confidence. ISET, 
the word she chose for her business, means “She of the 
throne” in ancient Egyptian. 

But where does the daughter of a working couple living 
near the Massachusetts Turnpike learn to so fearlessly 
pursue her dreams? 

Some of it is clearly in her DNA. But much of the “bold” 
in Waumboldt comes from her mother’s early advice and 
guidance. Before Heidi was two years old, her mom had 
her modeling and acting in TV commercials and movies. 
At the age of six, Heidi appeared on the cover of Fortune 
magazine. And at 11, she entered the oldest and arguably 
most rigorous junior boarding school in the country. 
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For college, Waumboldt chose The American University 
of Paris. While there, she travelled throughout Europe 
and Asia and learned French, Spanish, and Italian. At 
the age of 22 - before she graduated with a degree 
in International Business - she was recruited as Chief 
Administrative Officer for the Chairman of the Board of 
a multi-billion dollar conglomerate crude oil shipping 
dynasty. 

And at the age of 25, Waumboldt brokered her first major 
deal, a $3 million gold mining operation in California, 
while working for a private UHNW (Ultra High Net Worth) 
family in Amman, Jordan. From there, she worked as an 
international private jet broker.

Waumboldt isn’t all business, however. Throughout 
her education, and while traveling and working with 
members of the super-wealthy, she developed a deep 
passion for art. So, when she returned to California, she 
became an exclusive dealer and purveyor of rare art, 
antiques, and jewelry. She also opened her own fine art 
and antiques shop in Pasadena. 

Today, as president of ISET, she helps entrepreneurs, 
businesses, artists, musicians, and personalities with 
strategic planning and business development, often 
partnering with Rachel Dares Public Relations. She 
also recently took on the position of Vice President of 
Business Development for Dream 2 Destiny Television, 
Inc., a linear cable and video-on-demand channel. 

Waumboldt’s most important role? Mom to 
her grade school-age son. She's also a lover 
of fine food and curling up with a good book. 
She recently told us that she has been able to 
maintain a balance of work, family, and the 
pursuit of her own personal interests.  
Good thing. 

Here’s what else she told us.

Monica: At the age of six you were featured on 
the cover of Fortune magazine. Did you have any 

understanding of what that meant and how it could turn 
into so many other great opportunities?

Adelheid: I had no idea. When you're six years old, 
you're really living in your parents' realm. My mother was 
a single mother. She worked very hard every day within 
her own discipline. 

My mom also realized that women in this day and age 
need to be primed very early on to be driven in any given 
career. She wanted me to have that understanding as 
early as possible, so she put me in commercials and a 
few movies. She did everything she could to get me an 
agent. I just happened to be in this article on Fortune 
magazine that was entitled, "Can Your Career Hurt Your 
Kids?" It was about single parents who put their kids in 
day care or child care while they worked long hours. 

I always laugh with my business partner now; I say 
Fortune should really do a follow-up on that article 
because a parent's career won't hurt their kids. In fact, 
my mother's drive is probably the main reason why I am 
so driven today.

Monica: Was your mother also an actress?

Adelheid: No. She wasn't an actress at all. She worked 
in shipping and logistics at the time. She just saw what 
a child can do that may be a fun activity, but also can 
provide some discipline. In that realm, the only way to go 
is doing some acting and modeling. She put me straight 
into voice-over lessons and on-camera training.

Monica: At what point in your life did you know that 
you were meant to be a leader and an influencer in the 
business field?

Adelheid: That started early as well. When I was about 
11 years old, I was driving with my mom one day in 
Southborough, Massachusetts. We were passing these 
beautiful buildings and I saw a lot of young kids wearing 
what looked like suits. 
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I asked my mom, "What's that?" She told me, "This is a 
boarding school called The Fay School, where children 
have accelerated classes in sciences, math, and English." 
And from that moment, I wanted to go to that school. 
I ended up attending the school at 11 years old, which 
prepared me for this world of structure, organization, 
responsibility.

From all of these advanced learning opportunities, I was 
able to develop a real esteem and some great experience 
in the business realm. Once I graduated from university, I 
was completely prepared to enter that sector. I was really 
lucky that I had the opportunity to work right off the bat in 
the crude oil sector. As a young woman, I was 22 years old 
working on Wall Street at quite a high echelon executive 
level. At that point, there was really only one place to go, 
and that was further into leadership roles in the business 
world.

Monica: Besides your mom, was there anyone else who 
provided solid support as you began your career in acting, 
and on Wall Street?

Adelheid: My stepdad was a computer engineer. He had 
a very strong work ethic as well and always pushed me 
in my studies and academic goals. I came from a humble 
background. My mom worked really hard. When I was 

younger, I was around a lot of my family members who 
had also worked hard to achieve their goals in life.

In the boarding school a lot of people were from very 
well-off, eminent families. It quickly became my goal to 
attain that same echelon, and to reach a level of success 
where I could be sure that my children could have the 
same education that I was afforded.

Monica: Looking back, in what ways do you think working 
from the age of 18 months helped prepare you for what 
you're doing today?

Adelheid: With anything that you want to achieve in 
life, the more you practice it, the better you'll find the 
outcome. So having this long period of practice in 
discipline fields and being responsible set me up to come 
a long way in any sector that I chose. 

Throughout my career, I've tried a lot of things. I was in 
crude oil for a while. I worked with a UHNW investor in 
the Middle East and set up his family investment office 
testing the viability of investments, mainly focused in the 
gold mining sector. After I started a family, I worked in 
the jet brokering industry for a while. I opened a fine art 
and antiques gallery. I started many businesses and I was 
successful in building businesses. 

Thereafter, many people came to me for advice and 
consultations on how to grow their own businesses. It 
seemed like this was my destiny; my mission. I need to 
help people to set the foundation for themselves so that 
they can be successful too.

Monica: Most of the industries you’ve mentioned are 
dominated by men. Women often find that working in 
male-dominated industries is very challenging. Why do 
you believe you were so successful in those industries?

Adelheid: I didn't find it challenging. One of the things 
that I try to stick with is a fearlessness in anything I pursue. 
Fear is a huge hindrance in anything that you're looking to 
achieve.

I didn't go into it thinking, "I am a woman, and I am 
different from them." Instead, I went into it not putting 
myself in any type of inferior position mentally. If 
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something came up that I wasn't comfortable with, or 
that I felt had to do with being female, I would either 
address it up front or I would find a way to not work in 
that specific environment. 

In any category, you will find people who discriminate 
against others. But you will also find, if you're looking, a 
lot of people who are completely against discrimination. 
You can find a support system if you look for it.

Monica: You started your own agency, ISET, which helps 
new business owners start off in the best way and build 
successful dreams. What can clients expect from you as 
a partner whose mission is to help them live their dream?

Adelheid: We do a lot of different things. We do 
branding. We do marketing. Alongside my partner, 
Rachel Dares, we do public relations. We do strategic 
structuring, alliances, and liaisons with financial 
institutions. We have a solution for any given problem. 

It's not just new business owners that we help. Major 
corporations call us if they have an issue that they need 
to resolve. For example, we just connected a well-known 
government agency to an entertainment group here in 
Los Angeles. They had everything they needed in place, 
but they were having trouble creating the strategic 
alliance. And we were able to create that for them within 
about three weeks.

It was a great moment for us. We are really proud of that. 
That's one of the many different things that makes our 
jobs exciting. I love working with new business owners 
because the glory that can be attained with some 
discipline and the right structure is unlimited. 

I like to show my clients that whatever they want to 
achieve is possible. You need to believe in it. You need to 
work for it. You need to set it up in the correct way and 
not be afraid to ask for help or make investments where 
needed to get you on the path to the future you deserve.

Monica: What you do spans across all types of industries 
including small business people, large corporations, and 
even government. It’s great that you can provide all of 
those different entities with the type of support that they 
need.

Adelheid: Absolutely. We're very lucky. I am the 
president of the agency, but I have a wonderful team. 
It’s about all parts working together to make a well-oiled 
machine. 

We've been dealing with a lot of blockchain and 
cryptocurrencies lately. We have an expert, Alex Kehaya, 
who is a Forbes-featured advisor in the blockchain 
sector. Alex has deep knowledge of coding and 
technology developments. He can answer any type 
of question that you might have in that area. He is our 
advisor in that sector. 

We also have a five-time Emmy-award-winning 
producer who creates content for our clients. We have 
liaisons and advisors on anything that you can imagine. 
I can't do everything by myself, but I can utilize my 
network throughout the world to help my clients get 
where they're trying to go.

Monica: It's all about building a great team to help you 
lay the right foundation. What are some key action steps 
to take before getting a business license or forming a 
business entity?

Adelheid: You need to be really familiar with the market 
you're looking to enter. Part of this is just basic research. 
The library is a very under-utilized space. If I don't 
know something, I will be in the public library checking 
out volumes on it. Right now, for example, I’m doing 
researching the history of the Chinese government to 
understand that political sphere. I'm not afraid to not 
know what I'm trying to discover. Learning is a skill that 
needs to be developed throughout life. 

First of all, people should get all of the background 
information and read up on the industry they’re looking 
to enter. Read up on the industry’s history and its major 
players. 

Know the industry statistics. Today’s markets are all 
about numbers. Everybody is crunching numbers on any 
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topic you want information about. I guarantee there are 
statistics, behavioral research, and analysis that support 
what you're trying to achieve. Utilize those numbers to put 
yourself in a position where there's no room for failure.

You must also always have a good Plan B. Plan A may be a 
good guideline. But I find that every single day we have to 
make last-minute changes to accommodate the ideas of 
other entities and competitors. That's something you have 
to get used to. 

Don't be afraid to change. Don't be afraid to pivot. Getting 
to the finish line is where we're trying to go.

Monica: What do you find most rewarding about helping 
businesses bring their vision to fruition?

Adelheid: There is nothing more exciting than being a 
part of successful entities, especially when there are many 
of them. A happy client for me is the most exciting part 
of my day or week. If I deliver what someone's looking to 
achieve, that's what I'm here for. 

So working with my clients, developing their businesses, 
helping them get to the end result; these are all the best 
attributes. And all of my clients are creating a network of 
people who have utilized my services and continue to 
amass connections to each other. 

At the end of my career, I hope to look back on multitudes 
of successful entities that have been built up at the same 
time and have utilized each other if needed, to reach other 
sectors.

Monica: What advice can you offer young women – and 
women in general – to help them take bold steps to living 
the lives that they were meant to live?

Adelheid: Don't let anyone cut you down. Don't let 
anyone tell you no. Don't let anyone block your dreams 
or the blessings from coming to you. We live in a world 

where there is a lot of fear. People don't think they can 
do everything. Sometimes they don't think they can 
do anything. But if you have goals or a specific desired 
achievement, go for it. Do whatever you need to. 

Don't be afraid to ask for help. The worst thing that can 
happen is someone can tell you “No.” That's really not a 
big deal at all. In the early stages of your business when 
you need funding, if you don't have consultations with a 
business development entity like mine, don't be afraid to 
ask your family and friends for assistance. Don't be afraid 
to do as much as you can to get your business on its feet.

Monica: Do you think it's best to try to bootstrap your 
business before seeking funding?

Adelheid: You have to have your business plan very well 
thought out. It has to be very precise unless you have a 
parent or a close friend who is not asking for details. You 
need to have your financial projections correct if you're 
going for outside funding. 

You need to know the cost of operation. You need to 
know how soon you'll have revenue flow. These are very 
important details that all investors are going to quiz you 
about, and they're going to quiz you hard. So, you need 
to have all of that sound information in place. You need 
to have a good idea about your branding and marketing 
strategies and how you're going to implement them.

Your business plan must be well-written, and it has to be 
100 percent complete in order to go for outside funding.

Don't overvalue your business. Many people get very 
excited and think, "I could make X number of dollars. So 
I'm going to put X dollars in my business plan.” But you 
must use reasonable projections. If they look abnormal 
or out of sync with the actual financial realities, you'll be 
denied pretty quickly.
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Monica: That can be disappointing for 
a new business owner.

Adelheid: It can also be undeserved. 
Your business can be great and that 
can be the one section that messes you 
up. So be reasonable and people will 
treat you reasonably.

Monica: You mentioned earlier 
your passion for art. Art can affect 
us in different ways. It can change 
opinions and help us understand 
the experiences of others. It also 
transcends across all socioeconomic 
backgrounds and ethnicities. What 
is the connection that you have 
with art and how does it impact 
you?

Adelheid: Art is such a 
beautifully constructed 
creative pursuit. When an 
artist devotes their entire 
life to the creation of 
something beautiful 
so that others can 
relate to them and 
that piece of work, 
there's something very 
spiritual about that. 
As you say, art can be felt by 
all types of people from different 
socioeconomic backgrounds or 
religions. All people can relate to art. 

Historical art invokes the biggest 
movement in me. I like old master 
paintings. I like 18th century works. 
These pieces took so much time and 
effort. People had to prepare their 
canvases in a much more laborious way. 
They had to actually make the paints, not 

to mention getting their subjects to sit for long 
hours. 

Anything that's taken a lot of effort is a beautiful 
thing. Whether it's a painting, a sculpture, or 

a business, the effort that someone puts 
into a pursuit is valuable and can be 

engaged with on multiple levels.

Monica: Tell me a little about 
Heidi, the person behind the 

successful entrepreneur and 
influencer.

Adelheid: I'm a strange 
person in that I think I love 

people. I love to interact. But at 
the end of the day, I find no greater 

comfort than being at home with my 
son, my five-year-old little rocket scientist 

son, reading a good book, and cooking a nice 
meal. 

The glitz and the glam, I’ve experienced 
throughout my life. I've traveled extensively. I 
went to university in Paris. At this stage in my life 
I'm focused on my work, building businesses, 
and being a mom. That's really what takes up 
all of my time and is most important to me. I 
also love horseback riding. I'm an equestrian. 
And between those three things, I really don't 
have time to do anything else.

Monica: I hope you are finding balance. 

Adelheid: I feel very balanced because I'm doing what I 
want to do. I think some people feel like they wish they 
had more time for other things. I’m really happy with 
the way I've structured my life now. That’s not to say 
I'm a complete recluse when I'm not working. But on 
a general level, I do enjoy the quieter aspects of life.
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Monica: It's important to love what you do. That is what makes you successful.

Adelheid: You're right. For many years I worked for other people, 
sometimes long hours. I didn't feel like I had much free time for myself. 
So, we all pay our dues and those experiences are just as gratifying 
because they made me who I am today. It was all part of God's plan.

Find joy in anything you can and allow it to lift you to where you're 
looking to go.

Monica: Have you ever had a defining moment that changed the 
trajectory of your life and made you say, "Wow. I'm glad I didn't 
go in the other direction”?

Adelheid: I've had some moments like that. Sometimes we get 
into situations where we feel like we're up against a wall, or we 
have to make a big decision.

In those moments, the best thing is to do nothing - and take the time 
to reflect on the possible outcomes of different possible actions. 
The most defining moments have been tough situations in which 
I could have reacted strongly, but I chose to temper my reaction 
and wait to see what would happen before I made any 
sudden moves. That is my advice for all business 
people: Don’t feel as though you have to react 
instantly to everything.

Whether it was working on Wall Street, or 
traveling in the Middle East, or working as a jet 
broker; these all have been defining moments. 
Every day is a defining moment. That's why we 
need to treasure our interactions with people 
and with businesses. Any small thing can lead to 
a really big thing.

Monica: What is your last word?

Adelheid: Always be in pursuit of knowledge. 
Learn from everyone and everything around you. 
And be fearless in all actions that you take. 

Always be in  
pursuit of knowledge. 
Learn from everyone  

and everything around 
you. And be fearless  

in all actions that  
you take.
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A Child is 
Like a Bud

To Plant a Bud and watch it grow
is like a miracle, we know.

When we plant a bud,
we must nourish it daily.

When we do so, we reap the
benefits through its beauty.

Just like the bud,
A child needs to be nourished

and groomed for the future.
Your benefits will come through

love, respect and decisions
he makes for himself and others.

When we fail to nourish the bud,
it will lose its beauty; it becomes 

an eyesore among the others.

Just like the bud,
when the child becomes spiritually 

and mentally malnourished,
he begins show signs of 

disobedience and aggression.

Though we may nourish
the bud daily, sometimes we

are disappointed when the bud
doesn't display its true potential.

We ask ourselves, where did
we go wrong?

Just like the bud,
a child will disappoint us

when he strays from the daily
teachings of those who care.

When fall arrives and the bud
has given us its beauty;

it is time for it to fade into
a season of frost and chills.

Just like the bud,
when the child becomes of age
and he has shown he can stand 
on his own, the time has come 
for him to walk into a season

 of adulthood.
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